Regional-scale application of global geogenic contamination hazard
models as presented on the Groundwater Assessment Platform (GAP)
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1. GAP global risk models of geogenic arsenic (As) and fluoride (F) contamination

2. Regional comparison: As in Pakistan

Arsenic (As) prediction map

(A)

- Global As risk map, zoom
of Pakistan
- 1262 groundwater concentration measurements NOT
used to create model
- High As concentrations are
well predicted

Created offline (pre-GAP)
by regression analysis and
adaptive neuro-fuzzy
inferencing with:

Fluoride (F) prediction map

Dependent variable:
groundwater concentration measurements
(As: 6,000, F: 18,000)

- Country-specific model
constructed on GAP using
logistic regression of the
same measured concentrations plotted in (A)
- More detailed model due
to finer resolution datasets
of independent variables

(B)

Independent variables:
various continuous geospatial datasets of geological, soil, climate and
topographical parameters
Details in:
Amini et al., 2008a,b

(C)

- Model created offline with
the same data points and
similar independent variables as in (B) using the R statistical programming language
- Model very similar to that
produced in GAP

4. Conclusions
MODELS
- The global and regional models are effective at predicting the occurence of high concentrations of
As in groundwater in Pakistan and the Amazon Basin. However, models created for a specific region
can better focus on the specific processes responsible in that region.
- Models in GAP can show very similiar results to those made through manual statistical
programming and are produced much more easily!
PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS / IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTIONERS
- As/F risk maps should be consulted to identify areas likely to experience high natural levels of
contamination
- Use maps to help prioritze groundwater quality testing or where to place new wells.

3. Fluoride and arsenic in the Amazon Basin
- Measurements confirm modelling results
(A) Fluoride prediction map and measurements

(B) Arsenic prediction map and measurements

Upper Amazon Basin currently the focus of arsenic testing
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